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ABSTRACT
Recognizing human actions in wearable camera videos, such as
videos taken by GoPro or Google Glass, can benefit many multi-
media applications. By mixing the complex and non-stop motion
of the camera, motion features extracted from videos of the same
action may show very large variation and inconsistency. It is very
difficult to collect sufficient videos to cover all such variations and
use them to train action classifiers with good generalization ability.
In this paper, we develop a new approach to train action classifiers
on a relatively smaller set of fixed-camera videos with different
views, and then apply them to recognize actions in wearable-camera
videos. In this approach, we temporally divide the input video into
many shorter video segments and transform the motion features
to stable ones in each video segment, in terms of a fixed view de-
fined by an anchor frame in the segment. Finally, we use sparse
coding to estimate the action likelihood in each segment, followed
by combining the likelihoods from all the video segments for ac-
tion recognition. We conduct experiments by training on a set of
fixed-camera videos and testing on a set of wearable-camera videos,
with very promising results.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we study the problem of recognizing the human ac-
tions present in a video that is taken by wearable camera, such as
GoPro and Google Glass. Compared to static cameras, wearable
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camera can cover wider areas and better capture the actions of inter-
est, with the subjective motion of the camera wearer. This research
can benefit many important applications. In law enforcement, from
the videos taken by police-officer-worn cameras, we can identify
abnormal people and behavior to enhance security in public areas.
In kindergarten, from the videos taken by teacher-worn cameras,
we can identify kids with insufficient or atypical activities, which
may imply possible social difficulties.

So far, the most effective approach for video-based action recog-
nition is to first extract spatial-temporal motion features, and then
use these motion features to train classifiers for recognizing differ-
ent human actions. The performance of this approach highly relies
on the consistency of the extracted motion features, which may
not be well preserved when the input video is taken by a wearable
camera. On one hand, the extracted motion features may not accu-
rately reflect the desired human action by mixing undesired camera
motion. On the other hand, continuous camera motion leads to
varying camera view in the duration of the action, as illustrated in
the bottom row of Fig. 1, and it is well known that many motion
features are very sensitive to the view change. Clearly, it is very
difficult to collect sufficient videos to cover all such variations, i.e.,
cover all possible camera motions and view changes in the duration
of an action, which, however, is necessary for training classifiers
with good generalization ability.

Figure 1: Sample videos from a fixed camera (top) and a wearable
camera (bottom).

Identifying and compensating camera motions to construct sta-
ble motion features can effectively address this problem. If we can
transform all the frames in a video and the motion features ex-
tracted from these frames to a fixed camera view, then for each
action we only need to collect a relatively small set of fixed-camera
videos from different view angles for training, since the space of
possible fixed-camera view is of much lower dimension than the
space of possible wearable-camera motion in the duration of an
action. However, given the accumulated errors in estimating and
compensating the camera motion between two temporally distant
frames, it is difficult to transform all the frames and their motion
features in a video of an action to one single fixed camera view.
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Figure 2: Workflow of the proposed method for action recognition in wearable camera videos.

In this paper, we propose a new approach to address this problem
by dividing the video of an action into a sequence of shorter video
segments. In each video segment, we extract stable motion features
corresponding to a fixed camera view, defined by an anchor frame
in the segment. This is achieved by computing and applying ho-
mography transforms between the anchor frame and other frames
assigned to this video segment. By controlling the length of video
segment, the desired homography transforms can be estimated by
composing the adjacent-frame homography transforms without
high accumulation errors. However, stable features extracted for
different video segments correspond to different views because
each video segment has its own anchor frame. Combining the sta-
ble features from all the video segments for action classification
still leads to feature inconsistency.

To address this issue, we further propose to use a sparse-coding
model to estimate the action likelihood in each video segment in-
dependently, followed by combining the likelihoods from all the
video segments for final action recognition. In estimating the action
likelihood of each video segment, its stable motion features are con-
sistent to those extracted from the corresponding segment of the
training videos, since the training videos are taken by fixed cameras
in many different views. The combination of the video subdivi-
sion and motion-feature stabilization enables the action classifiers
trained on fixed-camera videos to be applicable to recognize actions
in wearable-camera videos. In the experiments, we apply the pro-
posed method to recognize eight human actions: jump, handwave,
pickup, punch, standup, sitdown, kick, throw from wearable-camera
videos, with very promising results.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
briefly overviews the related work. Section 3 introduces the pro-
posed method in detail. Section 4 reports the experimental results,
followed by a brief conclusion in Section 5.

2 RELATEDWORK
Most video-based human action recognition approaches extract
spatial-temporal features, such as hand-crafted features based
on trajectories extracted from videos [9, 30–33, 38]. For example,
the improved dense trajectory (iDT) [33] based descriptors of HOG
(histograms of oriented gradients) [5], HOF (histograms of optical
flow) [3], and MBH (motion boundary histogram) [31] have been
shown to be effective in action recognition on many challenging

datasets, e.g. HMDB51 [15] and UCF101 [28]. Recently, convolu-
tional neural networks (CNNs) have been used to extract deeply-
learned features from videos [6, 10, 13, 16, 27, 29, 35]. Many action-
recognition approaches [6, 16, 29, 35] combine deeply-learned fea-
tures and hand-crafted features to achieve better performance. How-
ever, most of these methods do not explicitly consider the feature
inconsistency caused by camera motion.

Most recent works [1, 18, 19, 22] on action recognition based
on wearable camera videos are focused on ego-centric action
recognition, i.e., recognizing the actions of the camera wearers,
which are completely different from the work proposed in this
paper – our goal is to recognize the action of a performer present
in the video. [19] developed an approach to recognize actions and
interactions present in a wearable camera video by using iDT in
foreground. This work, however, does not consider the feature
stability – the foreground iDT contains both the motion of the
action performer and the camera. [41] detect actions of interest
from long streaming wearable-camera videos by directly extracting
iDT, without computing stable features. Different from these works,
in this paper we not only extract iDT, but also make them stable
for action recognition.

Many recent action recognition works [9, 11, 32, 33, 38] include a
step of camera motion compensation in extracting motion fea-
tures, e.g., trajectory-based features, from videos taken by moving
cameras. In [9], 2D affine motion models are used to approximate
the camera motion between adjacent frames. In [38], a low rank
optimization algorithm is developed to estimate camera-induced
and object-induced motions: only the latter is used for action recog-
nition. In [11], the motion patterns of dense trajectories [30] are
clustered to characterize foreground-foreground or foreground-
background relationships. In iDT [32, 33], dense trajectory loca-
tions [30] between two adjacent frames are transformed to a fixed
view for camera motion compensation. In this paper, we extend
iDT by making it stable over a video segment instead of only two
adjacent frames.

Another group of related works are cross-view action recog-
nition [4, 12, 14, 21, 34, 36, 39, 40], which extract view-invariant
features from videos recorded in different views. In particular, [36]
also used sparse coding for cross-view action recognition as in the
proposed work. However, most of these works assume that videos
are taken by fixed cameras. This is different from the proposed work
where videos are taken by wearable cameras that may move and
change view frame by frame. In the experiments, we will also show
the performance of the proposed method on fixed-camera videos
by comparing with several existing cross-view action recognition
methods.
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Figure 3: An illustration of (a) transforming a trajectory to a fixed camera view underlying an anchor frame c by (b) composing a sequence
of adjacent-frame homography transforms.

3 PROPOSED METHOD
This paper is focused on video-based action recognition [17, 25,
29, 33], where each input video just contains one action of interest
and tightly covers its duration. Our goal is to develop classifiers
to recognize the action in this video. We will not tackle the more
general problem of action detection from a long streaming video [20,
41]. As illustrated in Fig. 2, we uniformly divide an input video into
a sequence of video segments and extract stable features for each
video segment in terms of the view underlying an anchor frame.
Finally we use a sparse-coding based algorithm to estimate the
action likelihood for each video segment, followed by combining
the likelihoods of all the video segments for action classification.

Many effective spatial-temporal motion features [9, 30–33] are
defined on dense trajectories detected over multiple frames and/or
optical flow calculated between adjacent frames. In the following,
we first calculate stable dense trajectories and optical flow in terms
of an anchor frame, and then introduce the anchor frame selection,
stable feature definition and the proposed action classifiers.

3.1 Stable Dense Trajectories
Dense trajectories are points of interests and their tracking over
a number of consecutive frames. In this paper, we use the iDT
(improved dense trajectories) algorithm [33] to extract dense tra-
jectories from the input video, where the trajectory length L, i.e.,
the number of frames traversed by the trajectory, can be priorly
set. Let’s consider one trajectory (Pa ,Pa+1, . . . ,Pb ), b = a + L − 1,
where Pi is the location of this trajectory on frame i , a ≤ i ≤ b.
These L trajectory locations (and their corresponding frames) are
generated under different camera views, as in iDT. Different from
iDT, to make dense trajectories stable over a video segment, we
transform these locations into a fixed camera view underlying an
anchor frame c in this segment. We denote the resulting stable tra-
jectory as (Pca ,Pca+1, . . . ,P

c
b ). Obviously, if c is a frame traversed by

the trajectory, i.e., a ≤ c ≤ b, we have Pcc = Pc . We will elaborate
on the selection of anchor frame later.

As illustrated in Fig. 3(a), for each trajectory point Pi , i , c ,
we estimate the homography transformH c

i from frame i to frame
c and calculate the stable location Pci = H

c
i (Pi ). The estimation

of the homography transform requires a set of matched feature
points between the two frames and these matched feature points
can be very difficult to detect when two frames are not adjacent or

close to each other. To address this issue, we propose to estimate the
homography transform between adjacent frames and then compose
them to estimate a homography transform between non-adjacent
frames. Without loss of generality, let’s consider the case of i < c .
We estimate the adjacent-frame homography transforms H j+1

j
from frame j to frame j + 1, j = i,i + 1, · · · ,c − 1, by applying
RANSAC [8] to the matched background feature points in terms of
SURF descriptors and dense optical flow, as in [33]. Each estimated
homography transform is represented by a homography matrix,
e.g., [hi j ]3×3 and transforms a 2D location (x ,y) to (x ′,y′) as




x ′ =
h11x+h12y+h13
h31x+h32y+h33

y′ =
h21x+h22y+h23
h31x+h32y+h33

.
(1)

By composing the adjacent-frame homography transforms, as illus-
trated in Fig. 3(b), we can construct the transform from frame i to
anchor frame c by

H c
i = H

c
c−1 ◦ H

c−1
c−2 ◦ · · · ◦ H

i+1
i . (2)

Similarly, if i > c , we can construct the homography transform
from frame i to anchor frame c by

H c
i = H

c
c+1 ◦ H

c+1
c+2 ◦ · · · ◦ H

i−1
i . (3)

3.2 Stable Optical Flow

Original optical ow eld Stable optical ow eld

Figure 4: An illustration of calculating stable optical flow with
view angle defined by anchor frame c . An original optical flow vec-
tor (blue) is transformed to a stable optical flow vector (red).

In this paper, we first use iDT to calculate optical flow on each
frame of the video, and then transform this optical flow to a stable
one, i.e., corresponding to a fixed view underlying anchor frame
c . Note that the optical flow computed in iDT has compensated
the camera motion between adjacent frames. In this paper, we
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Figure 5: An illustration of (a) the temporal distance |i∗ − c | for composing homography transforms and (b) the bundling of the optical flow
and trajectories.

further stabilize the optical flow by compensating camera motions
between non-adjacent frames, i.e., between the anchor frame and
one of its non-adjacent frames. Without loss of generality, let’s
consider the optical flow calculated on frame i which we denote
as f (x). At each pixel x = (x ,y), the optical flow vector actually
points from the location x in frame i to its corresponding location
x + f (x) in frame i + 1. One straight-forward approach to make it
view consistent is to apply the one-way homography transform to
transform both endpoints of the flow vector to the view-consistent
ones in terms of frame c . However, the transformed locationH c

i (x)
may not show integer x− and y−coordinates and the transformed
optical-flow vector field may not uniformly cover the image. We
need to perform 2D interpolation on the transformed non-uniform
2D vector field to estimate the view-consistent optical flow at each
pixel, which can introduce high inaccuracies.

We propose a two-way homography transform to address this
problem. As illustrated in Fig. 4, starting from each pixel x on
frame i after transforming to the fixed view, we first estimate its
corresponding location on the original frame i as H i

c (x). On the
original frame i , we have uniform optical flow field f (·) available
for each integer-coordinate pixel. Therefore, even if H i

c (x) has
non-integer coordinates, we can perform 2D interpolation to get
an accurate estimation of the optical flow at this location, which
we denote as f (H i

c (x)). This way, we estimate the flow location on
the original frame i + 1 asH i

c (x) + f (H i
c (x)) and its stable location

in the fixed view underlying frame c isH c
i+1 (H

i
c (x) + f (H i

c (x))).
Based on this, after transforming to the fixed view, at each pixel x
on frame i , we can calculate a stable flow vector as

H c
i+1 (H

i
c (x) + f (H

i
c (x))) − x,

which leads to a stable optical flow field on frame i .

3.3 Stable Features
As mentioned above, the homography transform between non-
adjacent frames is computed by composing a sequence of adjacent-
frame homography transforms. In practice, each adjacent-frame
homography transform may contain an error and such errors may
accumulate in composition. The larger the value of |i − c |, i.e., the
temporal distance between frame i and the anchor frame c , the
higher the accumulated errors in constructingH i

c andH c
i . In this

paper, we relieve such accumulation errors by uniformly dividing
the input video into N shorter video segments, as well as selecting
an appropriate anchor frame for each video segment.

More specifically, we first apply iDT algorithm to detect length-
L dense trajectories on the input video and assign each detected
trajectory to the video segment with the largest temporal overlap.
Let T be the length of video segment for the considered input
video. Typically, we have L < T and by picking the middle frame
as the anchor frame c for a video segment, we will have smallest
possible |i∗ − c | ≈ T+L

2 , where i∗ indicates the furthest frame (from
frame c) that may contain a trajectory location to be transformed
to the view underlying frame c , as shown by the red trajectory in
Fig. 5(a). For optical flow, it is calculated on each frame using the
algorithm in [7]. As in [33], optical flow is bundled with trajectories
in defining motion features: optical flow near/around a trajectory,
e.g., a 32 × 32-pixel region around the trajectory on each frame, is
included to the video segment to which the trajectory is assigned.
As a result, the frames traversed by the trajectory will be assigned to
the same video segment and their optical flow will be transformed
to the corresponding fixed view. Some frames may be traversed by
multiple trajectories that are assigned to different video segments.
The optical flow in these frames, e.g., the three middle frames in
Fig. 5(b), need to be transformed to different fixed views when
bundled to different trajectories. Given the bundling of optical flow
and trajectories, we have the same |i∗ − c | ≈ T+L

2 in computing
stable optical flows.

To improve the robustness and efficiency of feature extraction,
we only extract features associated to the detected person, in the
form of a rectangular bounding box on each frame. As in [33], we
calculate the motion features of HOF (histograms of optical flow) [3]
and MBH (motion boundary histogram) [31] for each video seg-
ment, but using the proposed stable trajectories and optical flow.
Stable trajectories that are partly located outside any involved frame
will be discarded in calculating these motion features. Also follow-
ing [33], we calculate the appearance feature of HOG (histograms
of oriented gradients) [5] without any further transforms. For each
video segment, we finally construct a feature vector by concatenat-
ing Fisher vectors [23] of stable trajectories, HOG, HOF and MBH,
with normalizations. Camera motion over a video segment has been
compensated in computing the motion features and therefore, the
motion features are consistent to the ones extracted from a fixed
camera over the video segment. Together with the video-segment
based action classifiers to be discussed in the following, we can
achieve the goal of training the action classifiers on fixed-camera
videos and then applying them to process wearable-camera videos.
The original iDT can only provide feature stabilization between
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Figure 6: Exemplar frames of the collected videos for the eight different actions of interest, where each column shows one action separately,
The first and second rows show the videos collected in two different scenarios respectively.

two adjacent frames, and this local stabilization could not provide
sufficient information for action classification.

3.4 Action Classifiers
Based on the stable features extracted in each video segment, we use
a sparse-coding model for supervised action recognition [2]. More
specifically, we estimate the likelihood of action k on a video V
as P (k |V ) = 1

N
∑N
j=1 P (k |V

j ), where V j is the j-th video segment
and

P (k |V j ) =
1

√
2πσ 2

exp *.
,

−∥pj − Aj
k z
∗∥2

2σ 2
+/
-

(4)

with pj being the stable feature extracted from video segment V j ,
Aj
k being the basis matrix for the j-th segment of the action k . The

sparse-coding coefficient z∗ can be calculated by

z∗ = min
z
{∥pj − Aj

k z∥
2 + λ∥z∥0}. (5)

The basis matrix Aj
k is constructed from a set of training video

samples of action k – Each row of Aj
k is the feature vector extracted

from the j-th segment of a training video. We use the L1 norm
approximation via Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) implemen-
tation [26] to solve this minimization problem.

As mentioned in Section 1, given that the features extracted in
each video segment is stable, i.e., corresponding to a fixed view, we
only need collect training video samples such that 1) the camera
view stay unchanged in each video segment, 2) training videos
well cover all possible camera views in each video segment. This
can be achieved by using fixed-camera videos – for each action,
we simply use fixed cameras to collect multiple videos of this action
from different views as the training set. In practice, due to the use
of the sparse-coding model, we only need to collect videos from a
sparsely sampled set of views for training. The constructed basis
matrixAj

k can help represent features from other views not covered
in the training videos. This not only reduces the load and difficulty
in collecting the training videos, but also improves the algorithm
efficiency.

4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Dataset and Experimental Setup
The proposed method takes fixed-camera videos from different
views for training (as the basis of the sparse-codingmatrix) and then
test on videos taken by wearable cameras with complex motions.
We did not find existing video datasets that are appropriate for our
experiments. Therefore, we collect our own video dataset, which

will be released to public. We choose eight human actions that are
very common in daily life: jump, handwave, pickup, punch, standup,
sitdown, kick, throw. Each of the collected video reflects one of these
actions, as illustrated in Fig. 6. In each video, only one person (the
performer of action) is present and the video temporally well cover
the duration of the underlying action. The average length of the
collected videos is approximately 3.5 seconds. All the videos are
recorded by GoPro cameras with 30fps frame rate. Each frame is
downsampled to the spatial resolution of 720 × 405 pixels.

Training data are collected in an outdoor setting by fixed cameras
that faces the performer from eight uniformly distributed horizontal
views. For each action, we take ten videos from each view, resulting
in 640 training videos in total. For the testing data, each video
also contains one action performed by one person. But it is taken
by a GoPro camera worn by a camera wearer over his head. The
wearer freely moves in recording the action of the performer – the
wearer’s motion includes both body motion, such as walking, and
head motion, such as head rotation. Four different performers and
five different camera wearers are used to collect the testing videos.
The testing videos are recorded in two different outdoor scenarios.
One of them is in an area surrounded by buildings which is the same
scenario where we collect the training videos. The other scenario is
an open playground. We collected 237 and 171 testing videos in the
first and second scenarios respectively, which leads to 408 videos
in total, with 51 testing videos for each action. We annotate these
videos for the performer (in the form of a bounding box on each
frame) and each instance of the actions, by using the open-source
video annotation tool of VATIC [24].

For feature descriptors, we choose trajectory length L = 9. Other
than using the proposed stable iDT and stable optical flow to replace
the original iDT and optical flow, all the other settings and param-
eters in defining HOG and MBH follow [33]. Different from [33],
we use 8 bins without an additional zero bin, for HOF. In particular,
optical flow is bundled to nearby trajectories for defining these fea-
ture descriptors and their bundling relation is defined by a distance
no more than 32 pixels in both x- and y-directions on each frame.
The dimensions of these descriptors are: 18 for stable trajectories,
96 for HOG, 96 for HOF and 192 for MBH.

We use the fisher vector [23] for feature encoding., For each type
of feature descriptor, we construct a 256-component Gaussian Mix-
ture Model (GMM) using 256,000 randomly sampled features from
our training data. We follow the setting in [23] to encode features
into fisher vectors and normalize them, within each segment of
each video. Finally, we concatenate the normalized fisher vectors
of different feature descriptors as the feature vector of this video
segment.
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One sparse-coding (SC) classifier is trained for each action. We
divide each video (either training and testing one) into N = 10
equal-length video segments. We set parameters σ = 6 in Eq. (4)
and λ = 10−2 in Eq. (5). The action k∗ = argmaxk P (k |V ) with the
highest likelihood will be taken as the recognized action for video
V .

4.2 Results
Figure 7 shows the action recognition accuracies of the proposed
method on the testing data, when dividing each video into different
number of video segments. We can see that, when dividing a video
into N = 10 segments, we achieve the highest accuracy of 70.1%.
An overly large N may lead to very short video segments with
low-discriminative motion features. An overly small N , e.g., N = 1
(no video subdivision), may lead to very long video segments with
high accumulation errors in composing homography transforms
for computing stable features. We use N = 10 for the remaining
experiments.

Figure 8 shows the recognition accuracy for each action class
in each recording scenario. Figure 9 shows the confusion matrix
of the proposed method on the testing data. We can see that the
performance on the testing data collected in the second scenario
is not good as that in the first scenario. This is partly due to the
use of the first scenario for collecting the training data. Actions
jump and kick show high accuracy, because their features are more
discriminative than other action classes. Recognition accuracy of
handwave are low since they only involve relatively small-scale
hand movements.
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Figure 7: The testing performance of the proposed method, when
dividing each video into different number of video segments.

Figure 10 shows the accumulation error in composing homogra-
phy transforms over a temporal distance |i − c |. We can see that,
with the increase of |i − c |, the composed homography transform
gets more inaccurate – the (red) edge points in the background
of anchor frame c are dislocated from the edge after applying the
composed homography transform over a sequence of 11 frames,
i.e., i = c − 11. In this paper, we divide each video into shorter video
segments to avoid such accumulation errors.

We choose three existing methods for comparison. The first one
is Zheng et al [41], where videos from two different fixed views
are taken for training. It uses traditional iDT, HOG, HOF and MBH
features, encoded by bag-of-features (BOF). Sparse coding is used as
the classifiers. The second one is Wang et al [32], which detects iDT

Figure 8: The recognition accuracy of the proposed method for
each action class and each recording scenario.

Figure 9: Confusion matrix of the proposed method on the testing
data.

i=c i=c-2 i=c-6 i=c-11 dislocated

Figure 10: An illustration of accumulation error in composing ho-
mography transforms.

for action recognition, with camera motion compensated between
adjacent frames. It uses iDT, HOG, HOF and MBH features encoded
by the fisher vector [23]. A linear SVM (support vector machine) is
used as the classifiers. The third one is Tran et al [29], where deep
3D convolutional networks are used to learn deep features. All the
deep features are extracted from fixed-length video clips without
any further feature encoding, followed by using linear SVM as the
classifiers. Wang et al [32] and Tran et al [29] have reported state-
of-the-art performances on several challenging action recognition
datasets, including UCF101 [28], which contains videos recorded
by moving cameras. For all the three comparison methods, we use
their default settings and parameters.
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Method Training Set Testing Set Classifier Accuracy
Zheng et al [41] Fixed-camera videos from eight views All wearable-camera videos Sparse coding 25%

Tran et al [29] Fixed-camera videos from eight views All wearable-camera videos linear SVM 20.1%
One subset of wearable-camera videos The other subset of wearable-camera videos linear SVM 34.1%

Wang et al [32] Fixed-camera videos from eight views All wearable-camera videos linear SVM 54.4%
One subset of wearable-camera videos The other subset of wearable-camera videos linear SVM 45.8%

Baseline Fixed-camera videos from eight views All wearable-camera videos Sparse coding 55.6%
Proposed + linear SVM Fixed-camera videos from eight views All wearable-camera videos linear SVM 62.3%

Proposed Fixed-camera videos from eight views All wearable-camera videos Sparse coding 70.1%

Table 1: Comparison results against several existing action recognition methods on the testing dataset.

From Table 1, we can see that, when trained on fix-camera videos
and testing on wearable-camera videos, all three comparison meth-
ods obtain much lower action recognition accuracy, than the pro-
posed method, due to serious feature inconsistency between train-
ing data and testing data. Another approach to address this feature
inconsistency problem is to use wearable camera videos for train-
ing. We conduct additional experiments for Wang et al [32] and
Tran et al [29] by randomly separating all the collected wearable
camera videos into two subsets of similar size: one subset used
for training and the other subset used for testing. This way, we
can perform two-fold cross-validation for performance evaluation.
From Table 1, we can see that, by using wearable camera videos
for training, Wang et al [32] even does not show any performance
improvement over the use of fixed camera videos for training. The
main reason is the complexity of the wearable camera motion in
practice: it is difficult to use a limited number of training videos to
cover all the possible motions of wearable cameras in the duration
of an action.

The effectiveness of sparse-coding (SC) classifier is also verified:
if we replace them by linear SVMs in the proposed method, the
action recognition accuracy substantially decreases, as shown in
the row of “Proposed + Linear SVM" in Table 1. The main reason
is that sparse coding can linearly combine the features from seen
views to approximate the features from unseen views. In Table 1,
we also include the performance of a “Baseline" method, which
follows the general setting of the proposed method, but does not
divide each video into segments, i.e., N = 1, and does not transform
the trajectories and optical flow to stable ones. We can see that
“Baseline" performs much worse than the proposed method with
N = 10. This further verifies the effectiveness of the proposed video
subdivision and feature stabilization methods.

Figure 11 shows the recognition accuracy in terms of each ac-
tion class, using the proposed method and the three comparison
methods, respectively. Note that, for Tran et al [29] and Wang et
al [32], their performances are dependent on the adopted training
set. As shown in Table 1, Tran et al [29] performs better when
using wearable camera videos for training, while Wang et al [32]
performs better when using 640 fixed camera videos for training. In
Fig. 11, we report the best performance for each of these comparison
methods. We can see that, the proposed method outperforms the
comparison methods on six out of eight action classes, and achieves
the second highest performance in the other two action classes. We
notice that the comparison methods also show low accuracy on the

Figure 11: Per-class action recognition accuracy of the proposed
method and comparison methods on the testing dataset.

action of handwave, where Wang et al [32] obtains an accuracy of
indeed 0%, due to only small-scale motion of hand.

4.3 Results on Fixed-Camera Videos
We also conduct experiments on a multi-view action recognition
dataset IXMAS [37], to further test the performance of the proposed
method on fixed-camera videos, and show the effectiveness of the
proposed video-subdivision approach and the sparse-coding clas-
sifier. The IXMAS dataset contains twelve human actions, each of
which is performed three times by eleven actors, and recorded by
four side view cameras and one top view camera. The proposed
method is trained on the data from four views and tested on the
data from the remaining view. We still divide each video into 10
video segments as in Section 4.2.

Method Cam1 Cam2 Cam3 Cam4 Cam5 Average
Junejo et al [12] 66.6% 65.5% 65.0% 62.4% 49.6% 61.9%
Yan et al [39]-1 75.5% 74.6% 77.1% 69.7% 63.3% 72.1%
Yan et al [39]-2 77.3% 74.1% 79.3% 71.3% 65.1% 73.4%
Wang et al [36] 81.9% 82.1% 80.5% 78.5% 73.0% 79.2%
Ciptadi et al [4] 83.9% 81.8% 87.6% 83.0% 73.6% 82.0%

Proposed 97.5% 98.2% 95.5% 91.2% 79.0% 92.3%

Table 2: Action recognition performance of the proposed method
and several comparison methods on the IXMAS dataset.

Figure 12 shows the confusion matrix of the proposed method
on the IXMAS dataset. Table 2 shows the recognition accuracies
of the proposed method and several comparison cross-view action
recognition methods, on this dataset. Cam i indicates the case of
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Figure 12: Confusion matrix of the proposed method on the IX-
MAS dataset.

testing on data from view-i , and training on data from other four
views. We can see that, in general, the action recognition accuracies
on fixed-camera videos are much higher than those on wearable-
camera videos. On this dataset, the proposed method outperforms
all the comparison methods. We believe this owes to the capability
of sparse coding in using motion features taken from very few
sparse views to represent the ones taken from many other views.
The result proves the effectiveness of the proposed video subdivi-
sion approach and the sparse-coding classifier. It also shows that
the proposed method can deal with the fixed-camera videos. The
recognition accuracies of crossarms and point are low due to their
small-scale motions involving only a small part of the body. Perfor-
mance on “Cam5" is worse, because the classifiers are trained on
the data from four side views and tested on the data from the top
view.

5 CONCLUSION
This paper introduced an approach to recognizing human actions
in wearable-camera videos by training classifiers on fixed-camera
videos. In this method, we first divided a video of an action into
a sequence of shorter video segments, and then extracted stable
motion features in each video segment, by transforming them to a
fixed view defined by an anchor frame in this segment.We then used
a sparse-coding model to compute the action likelihood for each
video segment independently, and finally averaged the likelihoods
over all the video segments for action recognition. The combination
of video subdivision and feature stabilization enables the motion
feature consistency between training (fixed-camera) videos and
testing (wearable-camera) videos. We tested the proposed method
on both wearable/fixed-camera videos, with competitive results. We
believe the proposed method can also handle action recognition in
videos taken by other moving cameras, besides wearable cameras.
We plan to study this in the future.
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